
A REPORT ON CURRENT HR ISSUES

Mark your calendars as the crowd's favourite candidate and employee experience conference, Talent Experience Forum
is back! Happening.

Interactive dashboards enable you to drill down into your data and make these observations. An example of an
Human Resource dashboard with headcount. Therefore, double check the payroll system will be the best
choice an HR can do. Error Payroll This could be among most common mistakes that HR does. Age is often a
key focus point for organizations that want to innovate and reorganize. An HR dashboard, however, offers the
possibility to drill down. Cost of absence: This metric is not a standard metric but it can make the previously
mentioned absence rate more tangible by attaching it to a financial number. Never fear, HR reporting can
solve this! If this happens repeatedly, there are chances that your employees will be unhappy and this will
affect their morale and productivity as well. This gives insights into how employees will behave, for example,
which employees are at risk of quitting. Indirect costs cannot be traced to a specific level of production a
security person guarding the factory. This information could potentially be of great strategic value. Employers
also should make sure third-party vendors, partners and providers take similar security measures, limit access
to confidential information and make sure employees and supervisors are only able to access if it is related to
their job duties, XpertHR says. KPIs include the tracking of part-time contracts parallel to metrics like
company performance and results as well as employee satisfaction and engagement. Education level:
Educational level should only be included when available and when relevant for the overarching goals of the
organization. Total HR costs per employee for permanent and non-permanent employees: the total cost of HR
for each employee on a monthly basis. What HR issues does your business currently face? You should keep a
written record of the hearing. Accurate time-tracking software can allow your HR department to catch trends
in absenteeism. Detailed policies and a clear and fair procedure will give you a stronger chance of avoiding an
employment tribunal. No wonder, spending money in training and developing the workforce is a good
investment that will be paid off. Highly efficient HR department can create positive difference in the
workplace, as they actively take part in establishing company culture and maintaining employee engagement
that will affect directly to the productivity and business bottom line. XPertHR says policies in place should
include a visitor policy safely securing the premises; a workplace violence prevention policy; a weapons
policy depending on state law banning weapons from the workplace and imposing discipline for violations and
a domestic violence policy including a domestic violence leave policy. HR consulting firm XpertHR identifies
10 issues as some of the biggest challenges for human resource professionals in the coming year â€” and
provides tips on how to best address them. If an employer is losing employees , they should try to understand
why are other companies offering increased compensation, better benefits or better work-life balance, for
example. Read for more information here. Enforcing attendance policies can be made easier with the help of
time-tracking software. HR teams often start evaluating productivity by looking at business practices,
procedures, and resources. The number of FTE is often lower than number of total employees. This was part
of my inspiration to launch CommunicationReboot. Companies can visualize their most invaluable HR data
with dashboard software that provides them with enhanced graphs, charts, tables, metrics, and KPIs to better
understand the wealth of insights before them. Turnover rate: This metric enables businesses to track their
retention efforts and measures how many employees must leave the business. Characteristics of an HR report
There are several important metrics that need to be included in an HR report. Labor cost revenue percent: the
total labor cost as a percentage of the annual business revenue. So, here are three current HR issues, and
strategies for you to tackle them. An HR report can also help managers in doing their job better. Payroll errors
often happen when HR officers fill the payroll information manually that often results to wrong employee
payments. It just happens. Average time stay: indicates the longest time period employees stay with the
company and whether the company is good at retaining talent.


